
Hotmail Print Message 

Re: CornEd Complaint 

From: Matt.Burns@firstmidwest.com 

Sent: Wed 5/30/12 3:43 PM 

To: Timothy Burns (timothybur@msn.com) 

Cc: andrew.burns@emmettsbrewingco.com 

Hey Dad, 
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Letter #1 the comment "thus killing our business" don't need it and quite frankly our business has not 
been killed. However, I believe they have caused us hardship and undue harassment. 

I also think you need to state our position right of the bat. We need to lead with this and then provide 
bullets. 

That we believe Com Ed is attempting to charge us for electrical services rendered to other parties that 
we in no way benefited from nor are we in any way responsible for. The began by billing us for time we 
were not in the space. ( 6 months). Previous tenant in the space went bankrupt. Shortly there after the 
building owner I land lord went bankrupt. We believe that CoEd is grasping at staws trying to collect for 
unpaid services delivered to parties that did not pay and are now trying to pass those unpaid bills along 
to us since we are in the same building. 

We can then go on to detail the reasons-
-4 meter changes, - why? The building is less than 8 years old, at the time less than 5 years old. It was 
all new equipment. (we contend that the meter changes are attempts to confuse us and mask the true 
consumption I kW usage and the responsible party. 
-No one has ever visited building to look at the meters with us. We requested this. 
-We have never seen Com Ed remove a meter from the building and the meters for the entire building 
are located in our space. 
- billing us for time we were not in the building, corrected- but evidence that they are trying to collected 
for unpaid bills. 
-we have always paid our bills, every month but Comed would divert funds to deposits at will and call us 
past due 
-They can't provide any substantiation or documentation proving that we received or benefited for 
electric services up and above what we had already paid. (just because a bill is created does not mean 
that it is valid). The bills (which they have never provided copies of) need to to be validated. We have 
asked for copies of the bills sent to us as well as the other meters to demonstrate the usage and cost. 
All we have ever gotten is spread sheets. Absolutely nothing that looks official, on letter head etc 

4 different people trying to collect all with different stories and methodologies. 
-Daddy had heart trouble due to all the stress ..... 

Matthew J. Burns 
Vice President, Commercial Banking 
520 N. Cass Avenue 
Westmont IL 60559-1595 

~:f First Midwest Bank 
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Hotmail Print Message 

RE: Follow up to email of 4/27 

From: Matt and Wendy Bums (mwburns@comcast.net) 

Sent: Fri 5/04/12 9:41 PM 
To: Amy.Pandola@ComEd.com 

Cc: tim.burns@emmettsbrewingco.com; sarah.bums@emmettstavern.com; 
andrew.bums@emmettsbrewingco.com; nicole.volk@ComEd.com 

Amy, 
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It seems to me that ComEd leaves Emmett's no choice other than to file a formal complaint. You have 
been pleasant to work with and I know you have diligently worked to provide information. Unfortunately 

we have not had our concerns answered. The simple fact is that just because an invoice is created 
does not mean that it is valid. We have tried for 2+ years to figure this billing dispute out with multiple 
people from Com Ed. Unfortunately every person on your end has had a different interpretation of the 

data and the simple fact is we still doubt and dispute ComEd's pOSition that we owe any funds. We 
received monthly bills and paid them all. We have asked for copies of the bills issued to us and copies 

of the bills issued to the other meter (not numbers on a spread sheet) that we have been told we were 
supposed to be responsible for. We would like to compare them side by side so we can truly 
understand why Com Ed believes this is our issue to deal with. We would also like a representative from 

Com Ed to visit the building and show us the meters and review them with us so we know which meter is 
ours. 

Since this was an error on Comed's part and they are looking to Emmett's to rectify it we simply ask to 
make it clear and simple. Quite frankly ComEd has done very little to substantiate the claim or provide 

evidence that Emmett's is liable for any error that ComEd made in billing. My honest feed back is that 
although ComEd has tried to provide clarity they have done nothing but make the issue more confusing. 

Our biggest frustration is that we can't make heads or tails of your billing or spread sheets. Com Ed 
seems to arbitrarily collect deposits, allocate billing in multiple ways and then go back and change or 

alter previous billings. 

Unfortunately for ComEd the other party who is involved in this dispute (former building owner) is 
bankrupt and was foreclosed upon. Our opinion is that the other party (former building owner) was on 
the brink of bankruptcy and was looking for ways to survive. We believe they asked Com Ed to review 

and change the meters, (which ComEd obliged). We believe that the other party was past due with 
Com Ed, had the meters changed, received credit for payments we made which reduced their pa~t due 
obligation to ComEd and in turn put the obligation on Emmett's. 
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Given this, perhaps you can see why the information that you are unable to provide is so important to 

Emmett's. 

Please let me known on Monday if you will be able or willing to provide this information or if you will be 
proceeding to collections. I will hold off on filing a formal complaint until I hear back. Keep in mind if 
you proceed to collections that we have in good faith paid every bill as presented and have only 
disputed the surprise and disputed meter changes and allocated billings associated with the changes. 
To date our questions about these changes and billings have not been satisfactorily answered. We are 
a small business with limited resources. We are honest, hard working people who pay our bills and only 
want what is right. We employ over 45 people in Palatine. Shutting off our power, even for a day, would 
be disastrous to the business, its employees and their families. I hope you can appreciate our position 
and hope we can work to resolve this with out collections or a formal complaint. ComEd is big company 
with significant resources. Please help deploy those resources and help us clear this dispute up. 

Best regards, 

Matt Burns 

From: Amy.Pandola@ComEd,com [mailto:Amy.Pandola@ComEd.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 04, 2012 1:54 PM 
To: rnwbums@corncast.net 
Cc: tim.burns@ernmettsbrewingco.com; sarah.bums@emmettstavern.com; 
andrew.bums@emmettsbrewingco.com; nicole.volk@ComEd.com 

Subject: RE: Follwo up to email of 4/27 

Hi Matt-

Unfortunately the consumption data I sent you is the only information available in our system 

for Unit BLDG as we only retain records for a limited number of years. 

• 
Since you and I first spoke a couple of weeks ago, an additional or new request was made and 
I was asked to provide a consumption analysis for units OTHR and BLDG. Since time has 
lapsed since I first got involved with this account back in Dec, 2011, the oldest data available 

to me in our system as of today is July 2008. Although there were only seven months of 
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consumption that I was not able to retrieve, I was able to present you with everything from 
8/2008 to current in order to give you an idea of what the two units use with regard to energy 
and demand. 

For your unit, OTHR, I found an old statement in our file from the original 2010 ICC complaint 
which contained the watt-hour (kwhr) readings dating back to 12/07 so I have calculated the 
usage based on those readings and added that information to the consumption spreadsheet I 
originally sent you (see attached update). Unfortunately, I do not know the demand (kw) usage 
since I can no longer see that information nor can I view any usage data for unit BLDG prior to 
7/2008. 

At this point, I have provided all that I can and will not be able to continue to keep this account 
out of the collection path after Monday of next week so you may want to contact the Illinois 
Commerce Commission and discuss options available to you as I have provided all of the 
information I can to support the billing account. I hope that you understand my position. If you 
have any questions regarding the updated attachment, please contact me at 630-891-7016. 

Amy 


